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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
Jurisdiction is proper pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(3)(j) (2001). This is an
appeal from a grant of Summary Judgment by the Third Judicial District Court of Salt
Lake County, State of Utah, entered on June 13, 2007.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
In their opening brief, Plaintiffs/Appellants ("Celso") present five issues on
appeal. They are as follows:
1.

Whether DRC actively participated in construction of the restaurant,
including the provision of a crane and operator to offload roof trusses?

2.

Whether DRC voluntarily undertook a duty to exercise reasonable care in
off-loading the roof trusses?

3.

Whether DRC undertook an inherently dangerous activity in using a crane
in off-loading the roof trusses through ABM Crane Rental?

4.

Whether DRC undertook a duty to provide precautions required by federal
regulations when it arranged to use ABM Crane Rental in offloading the
roof trusses?

5.

Whether ABM Crane Rental was the agent of DRC when it undertook the
task of off-loading roof trusses?

(Appellant's Brief at p. 1.)
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Dave Roth Construction believes that Appellant's Issues on Appeal do not
correctly portray the law or the correct issues on appeal. The correct issues are as
follows:
1.

Did the district court correctly grant summary judgment for Dave Roth
Construction because Utah law holds that the employer of an independent
contractor is not liable for physical harm caused to another by an act or
omission of the contractor or his servants?

2.

Was the district court correct in finding, as a matter of law, that Dave Roth
Construction did not actively control the means or the methods by which
Circle T Construction performed its work.

3.

Was the district court correct in finding, as a matter of law, that Dave Roth
Construction did not actively control the means or the methods by which
ABM Crane performed its work.

The standard of review for all issues is de novo, as the case was decided on
summary judgment. See Local Gov't Trust v. Wheeler Machinery, 2006 UT App 513,
154 P.3d 175 (summaiy judgment question of "retained control" reviewed de novo).

RELEVANT STATUTES AND RULES
Restatement of Torts. 2d, § 323: "Negligent Performance of Undertaking to Render
Services"
One who undertakes, gratuitously or for consideration, to render services to
another which he should recognize as necessary for the protection of the
other's person or things, is subject to liability to the other for physical harm

resulting from his failure to exercise reasonable care to perform his
undertaking, if (a) his failure to exercise such care increases the risk of such
harm, or (b) the harm is suffered because the other's reliance on the
undertaking.
Restatement of Torts, 2d, § 324A:

"Liability to Third Person for Negligence
Performance of Undertaking"

One who undertakes, gratuitously or for consideration, to render services to
another which he should recognize as necessary for the protection of a third
person or his things, is subject to liability to the third person for physical
harm resulting from his failure to exercise reasonable care to protect his
undertaking, if (a) his failure to exercise reasonable care increases the risk
of harm, or (b) he has undertaken to perform a duty owed by the other to the
third person, or (c) the harm is suffered because of reliance of the other or
third person upon the undertaking.
Restatement of Torts, 2d, § 413: "Duty to Provide for Taking of Precautions Against
Dangers Involved in Work Entrusted to Contractor"
One who employs an independent contractor to do work which the
employer should recognize as likely to create, during its progress, a peculiar
unreasonable risk of physical harm to other unless special precautions are
taken, is subject to liability for physical harm caused to them by the absence
of such precautions if the employer (a) fails to provide in the contract that
the contractor take such precautions, or (b) fails to exercise reasonable care
to provide in some other manner for the taking of such precautions.
Restatement of Torts, 2d, § 416: "Work Dangerous in Absence of Special Precautions"
One who employs an independent contractor to do work which the
employer should recognize as likely to create during its process a peculiar
risk of harm to others unless special precautions are taken, is subject to
liability for physical harm caused to them by the failure of the contractor to
exercise reasonable care to take such precautions, even though the employer
has provided for such precautions in the contract or otherwise.
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Restatement of Torts, 2d, § 424: "Precautions Required by Statute or Regulation"
One who by statute or by administrative regulation is under a duty to
provide specified safeguards or precautions for the safety of others is
subject to liability to the others for whose protection the duty is imposed for
harm caused by the failure of a contractor employed by him to provide such
safeguards or precautions.
Restatement of Torts, 2d, § 427: "Negligence as to Danger Inherent in the Work"
One who employs an independent contractor to do work involving a special
danger to others which the employer knows or has reason to know to be
inherent in or normal to the work, or which he contemplates or has reason
to contemplate when making the contract, is subject to liability for physical
harm caused to such others by the contractor's failure to take reasonable
precautions against such danger.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

Nature of the Case.
This cases arises out of a construction site accident occurring April 29, 2005, in

which Celso Magana was injured while working as a laborer for Circle T Construction.
DRC was the general contractor and Circle T was the framing subcontractor at the site of
a new Weinerschnitzel restaurant. ABM Crane Rental was hired to lift the load of roof
trusses off of a truck and place them as needed for building construction. During the offloading process, the load became unbalanced, slid, and fell on Celso. He was severely
injured and is now a paraplegic.
B.

Course of Proceedings and Disposition of the Trial Court
Celso brought suit against the general contractor, Dave Roth Construction (DRC),
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and ABM Crane. Plaintiffs settled with ABM Crane, and DRC moved for summary
judgment. Summary judgment was granted in favor of DRC, which resolved Celso's
final claims against the only remaining party, DRC. Celso now appeals the decision of
the trial court.
C.

Statement of Facts on Appeal.
As a preliminary note, DRC disagrees with Celso's statements in his opening brief

that the facts DRC submitted to the trial court contain "spin" by way of "characterization,
commentary, conclusions and amplifications." Rules 7 and 56 of the Utah Rules of Civil
Procedure and Utah require only that a party moving for summary judgment provide
citations to materials supporting assertions of fact. DRC is entitled to assert the facts it
deems relevant and Celso is entitled to dispute those facts. The trial court reviewed all of
the briefing on DRC's Motion for Summary Judgment and determined that there was no
material factual dispute.
1.

Plaintiffs' Allegations Against DRC.

Plaintiffs Celso and Yolanda Magana filed a Complaint against several parties on
August 24, 2005, including DRC, and subsequently filed an Amended Complaint. (R .
350.) On April 29, 2005, Brett Campbell, acting in the course and scope of his
employment with DRC, was the Project Superintendent in charge of maintaining and
enforcing safety rules on the subject construction site as the controlling employer. (R.
727.) Celso was an employee of Circle T Construction, a subcontractor to DRC, working
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on the construction and framing of the Wienerschnitzel located on the construction site.
(R. 727.) Circle T's owner, Ted Alexander, at the direction of the crane operator, rigged
a bundle of I-beam joists, which subsequently fell on Celso Magana and injured him. (R.
727.)
Celso alleges that DRC, by and through Brett Campbell, knew of and was aware of
the hazardous conditions presented by the I-beam joists, helped rig the joists into the
slings, and failed to remedy the situation as was his alleged duty. (R. 727-28.) Celso
also alleges that as a direct and proximate result of this accident, he has suffered severe
personal injury and impairment to his body, including dislodging of the vertebrae in his
lower back and severing his spinal cord. (R. 728.) Celso alleges that on April 29, 2005,
at the construction site, DRC owed a duty of reasonable care to Celso Magana to avoid
causing him injury. (R. 728.) Celso alleges that DRC breached its duty of reasonable
care and that its negligent acts and omissions caused the load of bundled I-beam joists to
be dangerous and to pose an imminent threat of personal injury. (R. 728.) Celso further
alleges that his injuries and resulting damages were the direct and proximate result of
negligent acts and omissions of DRC, (R. 728.) Celso finally alleges that as a direct and
proximate cause and result of the acts and omissions of DRC, he has suffered severe,
disabling, and disfiguring personal injuries, as well as damages to his wife, Yolanda. (R.
728.)
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2.

Identification of Parties and Non-parties, Their Contractual
Relationships, and Their Roles in the Construction Project.

1 >RC was bitvd (n ,:n1 as I lie general i/nutnit (or nut ;i fin if erf iin nh irtjj the
construction of a Wienerschnitzel restaurant. (R. 729.) Dave Roth is the owner of DRC.
(R. 729.) Brett Campbell was DRC's superintendent on the project. (R. 729.) On the
date of the accidei it, Brett Cai ripbell w as the only DRC employee on the work site at the
time of the accident.1 (R. 729-30.) According to Dave Roth, DRC's role in the
construction project was to provide a finished product building for the owner, to secure
subcontracts from subcontractors for the owner, and to purchase building materials for the
project

(R 730.) DR C solicited bids froi n several framing subcontractors, including

Circle T Construction, which was awarded the job. (R. 730.)
DRC had never worked with Circle T prior to asking the company to submit a bid
for framing the project. (R. 73U

: during the bid process, Dave Roth spoke with Ted

Alexander, the ownei of Circl "' • ; ;: iing Circle I :"s qi lalifications

(R 730.) Circle I '

submitted a bid proposal to DRC to provide "framing labor, including crane." (R. 730.)
Circle T's bid for framing labor and crane work was $13,500.00, which DRC accepted
(R ; 3i .;:

1

Although Brett Campbell testified that another DRC employee came to the work site on that
morning, it is unclear whether the other employee, Giovanni, was working on the subject
Wienerschnitzel property, or on an adjacent property, on which DRC was also performing
construction work. Nevertheless, there is no testimony that Giovanni had anything to do with
Circle T's work or the crane operations on the date of the accident.
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3.

Facts Relating to Circle T s Work on the Date of the Accident.

On the day before the accident, Brett Campbell was notified that truss joists would
arrive the next day and would need to be offloaded by a crane. (R. 731.) Brett Campbell
notified Ted Alexander from Circle T that his truss joists for the roof would be arriving
and advised him to have a crane available for offloading the joists. (R. 731.) Ted
Alexander learned that the crane company Circle T normally used would not be available
in the morning of April 29, 2004, and asked Brett if he could contact another crane
company:
Q.
A.
Q.

A.

When you hire a crane, or when you arrange for crane service
now for the jobs you're doing, who do you hire?
Mostly Great Basin, or a company called Raw, R-A-W, and
Raw probably does 90 percent of my work.
Do you know why it was that Dave Roth Construction
arranged for this particular crane from ABM on the day Celso
was hurt?
Because the guys I was normally using were unable to get
there at a time to be able to unload that truck, because the
truck had a schedule to keep.

(R. 731.) Because Circle T's normal crane company was not available, Brett Campbell
and Ted Alexander agreed that both he and Brett Campbell would call some other crane
companies, and that the crane that could make it to the project at the time needed would
be hired:
Q.

Okay. So how did Brett go about arranging the crane? Did
you just tell him that the guys we normally hire aren't
available, do you want to see if you can find somebody? How
did that conversation work?
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A.

Well, all I remember on this deal, I needed a crane to set some
beams for me, and we had been waiting on these trusses to get
there. Getting trusses there on-site was not part of my deal.
Getting the beams lifted was part of my deal. If I remember
correct, the conversation was, we'll get a crane, split the costs,
you know, you pay part for getting the stuff unloaded. I'll pay
my part for getting my stuff put up. And then it just becomes
a matter of I'll call my guy, you call your guy, and whoever
can get here when we need them, that's who we use.

(R 732.) Before the date oftl: le accidei it, Circle I had 1 lsed its own crane compai i;y to
perform lifting work:
Q.
A.
Q. .
A.
Q.
A.
Q.

In terms of using a crane, had Circle T used a crane on this
Wienerschnitzel project?
Yeah.
Before tl le date?
Yeah.
Which crane company did that work?
Great Basin Crane.
And could Great Basin not show up on the day •

A.

He just was busy. He couldn't come.

(R. 732.)
ABM Crane's owner is Eric Johnson, who stated that if he had billed for ABM's
work, he would have billed the crane work to DRC. However, he also admitted that he
did not know whether DRC would turn around and bill ABM's work to Circle I, (R
732-33 ) Da\ e R otli testified that if he had received a bill frc it i i '\B]\ I for crane services,
he would have simply passed the bill on to Circle T, whose bid proposal provided for
crane services. (R. 733.) Ted Alexander's recollection of payment of the crane was that
DRC and Circle T would split the costs of the crane:
9

Q.

A.

Okay. So how did Brett go about arranging the crane? Did
you just tell him that the guys we normally hire aren't
available, do you want to see if you can find somebody? How
did that conversation work?
Well, all I remember on this deal, I needed a crane to set some
beams for me, and we had been waiting on these trusses to get
there. Getting trusses there on-site was not part of my deal.
Getting the beams lifted was part of my deal. If I remember
correct, the conversation was, we'll get a crane, split the costs,
you know, you pay part for getting the stuff unloaded. I'll pay
my part for getting my stuff put up. And then it just becomes
a matter of I'll call my guy, you call your guy, and whoever
can get here when we need them, that's who we use.

(R. 733-34.)
Ted Alexander acknowledged in his deposition that unloading the trusses by crane
from the flatbed was solely Circle T's responsibility:
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Okay. So when you talked about what you wanted to unload, and
where you wanted to unload the trusses or joists, Brett Campbell
didn't give you any input about that, correct?
(Witness shakes head.)
Would you expect Brett to be part of that discussion?
No.
To tell you how —
No, it's not part of the job.

(R. 734.) Ted Alexander further clarified that Circle T, alone, without the assistance of
DRC, handled the responsibility of off-loading framing materials:
Q.

A.
Q.
A.

On any other occasion, did Brett take the responsibility on
himself to take framing materials and, like, haul them off a
truck and put them on the work site, or actually up into the
building?
No.
Was that something that Circle T handled alone?
Yes, unless the lumber company off-loaded it.
10

(R. 734-35.) This testimony clearly establishes that it was not DRC's custom and
practice lo help l 'irele T, or din oflu/i subcontractor, oil-load construction materials from
a delivery truck.
On the date of the accident, Circle T's employees, including Celso Magana, Brody
Tolman, and the owner, Ted Alexander, began work at 6:30 a.m. (R. 735.) The accident
occi irred at approximately 7:30 a.t i i , arid befoi e that tii i le Circle T's employees were
waiting for the crane to show up. (R. 735.) When the crane arrived on UK I » ••;
Alexander spoke with Alex Valdez, who was the crane operator and directed him where
to setup the crane:
Q.

A.
Q.
A.

When the crane showed up and got set up on the
Wienerschnitzel site, did you get together with your
employees and Alex, the crane operator, to talk about what
was going to be lifted or what was going to go on?
Yep.
Tell me what that, to the best of your memory, what that
conversation consisted of.
It was basically, here's the truck, here" s what we want off,
this is where we want to put it.

(R. 735.) Because Circle T was in charge of the truss off-loading operation, Tex
Alexander testified that he directed the ABM crane operator where to set up the crane and
where to off-load the ti i isses (R 329.) I ed Alexander confirmed that Brett Campbell was
not part of the meeting between he and the crane operator and Brett Campbell did not
direct the crane operator where to set up the crane:
0
\

Now, was Brett Campbell a part of that meeting?
No, he wasn't even there yet, or had barely just showed up.
11

Q.

A.
Q.

Okay. So when you talked about what you wanted to unload,
and where you wanted to unload the trusses or joists, Brett
Campbell didn't give you any input about that, correct?
(Witness shakes head.)
Would you expect Brett to be part of that discussion?

A.

No.

(R. 735-36.) Alex Valdez, the crane operator for ABM, also confirmed that Brett
Campbell did not participate in the meeting and did not instruct him where to set up the
crane. (R. 736.) Alex Valdez positioned the crane and stated that Brett Campbell played
no part in positioning the crane. "No person from Dave Roth Construction assisted me,
or directed me regarding the positioning [of] the crane." (R. 736.)
The crane operations that led to the accident involved unloading two bundles of 38f
x 20" truss joists from the semi to the job site.
Q.
A.

Tell me exactly what was being unloaded from the truck that
day.
If I remember correctly, 38-foot high joists, 20 inches deep,
two bundles. I believe you have pictures that show you.

(R. 737.) Before the bundles of joists were offloaded from the semi, they had to be
"rigged"or attached to the hoist. Ted Alexander testified that he performed the rigging of
the joists:
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

We do. And then who rigged the straps?
I did.
Hold on just a second. You know what I'm going to ask, but
just so we have a clear record. You rigged the joists?
Mm-hmm. [Affirmative]

(R. 737.) Alex Valdez confirmed that no person from Dave Roth Construction played
any part in selecting the rigging or setting the rigging for either of the two loads that were
12

lifted. "No person from Dave Roth Construction played any part in determining the type
of straps or tag line to use." Valdez fur ther testified tl lat "'IN Ii \ lexander set all the
rigging on each of the two loads that were lifted that day" and "[n]o person from Dave
Roth Construction played any part in setting the rigging for either of the two loads that
were lifted," (R ; 37.)
After the first load of joists were lifted into plan itiff - '\ 1 sx Valdez testified thattl le
straps and tag line were removed by Circle T's employees and again given to Ted
Alexander, and that no person from Dave Roth Construction controlled, directed or
played any part in overseeing the lifting or moving set of the first load of joists. (R 505.)
Nor did anyone from Dave Roth Coi istruction direct ad v ise or control Circle I 's
employee in accepting the first load. (R. 738.) Valdez also confirmed that Ted
Alexander set the rigging on the second load, and that no person from Dave Roth
Construction pla> ed an> par t in rigging the second load (R 738-39.) \ aldez stated that
to the best of his memory, two adjustments were made to the straps *r\ ed Alexander to
level out the load, and then it was lifted slowly. (R. 739.) No person from Dave Roth
Construction played any part in adjusting the rigging for the second load after the test lift,

(R. 739.) Alex Valdez further confirmed that at no time did he witness any person from
Dave Roth Construction direct, control, advise, or in any other way play a part in Circle
T's and ABM's lifting, rigging and setting down either of the two loau
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i luring the

lifting process, no person from Dave Roth Construction instructed Circle T's employees
where to stand or how to handle the load as it was being lifted. (R. 739.) Valdez did not
witness any person from Dave Roth Construction direct, control, or advise Circle T's
employees, who were accepting the loads as they were lifted over the fence at any time.
(R. 739-40.)
Brody Tolman, another of Circle T's employees, confirmed that nobody from
DRC was involved in rigging the trusses and at the time of the accident, although he
believed Brett Campbell to be in the area next to the semi-truck. (R. 740-41.) Brody
Tolman also could not remember Brett Campbell, or anyone else from DRC, instructing
either Ted Alexander or Alex Valdez about which straps to use to rig the truss joists, or
how to rig the joists. (R. 741.) Brody Tolman confirmed that no one from DRC told him
or Celso Magana where to stand or not to stand in the drop zone, nor did anyone from
DRC instruct them how to guide loads of trusses over a fence. (R. 741.)
4.

Description of DRC's and Brett Campbell's Work on the Project.

Brett Campbell testified that, as superintendent for DRC, his duty was to inspect
the subcontractors' work, make sure the work is being done correctly, and to ensure
quality control of work on the project. (R. 741.) Because restaurant construction often
involves very precise building requirements, Brett Campbell testified that he laid out
("chalked" or "snapped") the lines for the walls on the project, prior to Circle T beginning
its work. (R. 741.) The testimony of witnesses also indicates that despite Circle T's bid
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proposal, which included providing the crane, Brett Campbell actually contacted ABM
Crane tc • do the crane work, (F 7< \2 ) Brett Camj _. = -A. . . Alexander bolt 1 testified
that Circle T's regular crane company could not be at the construction site whet1 tly tniss
joists were being delivered, and Ted and Brett both agreed that they would try and contact
another crane company:
Q.
A.
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A

In terms of using a crane, had I 'inle 1 UM d <i crane on this
Wienerschnitzel project?
Yeah.
Before the date?
Yeah.
Which crane company did that work?
Great Basin Crane.
And could Great Basin not show up on the day
He just was busy. He couldn't come.

(R.742.)
Because Circle T's crane operator could not get to the construction site, Brett
Campbell contacted ABM Crane to perform the work. (R

42 ) Brett Campbell testified

that i . *•• n:;u*t i-J M^ • as a favor to Circle I ai id to keep the ^ v irk moA ring according to
schedule. (R. 742-43.)
5,

DRC Provided the Building Materials for the Project, but Circle T
Always Offloaded the Material onto the Project Site.

DRC solicited "labor oiil) • " bids from si ibcontractoi s (R 743 ) It \ \ as DR C's
intent to purchase the building materials for the project, and arrange for shipping of the
materials to the project site. (R. 743.) However, once the materials arrived on the site, it
was the responsibility of the subcontractor who would use the materials to off-load the
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materials, and place them where the subcontractor could most easily utilize the material.
(R. 743.) With regard to the framing materials, including wood and more specifically,
the truss joists, Ted Alexander testified that Brett Campbell did not tell him where to
unload or place those materials on the project:
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Okay. So when you talked about what you wanted to unload,
and where you wanted to unload the trusses or joists, Brett
Campbell didn't give you any input about that, correct?
(Witness shakes head.)
Would you expect Brett to be part of that discussion?
No.
To tell you how No, it's not part of the job.

(R. 744.)2
6.

Celso Magana's Testimony and Specific Recollection of Brett
Campbell's Participation in Rigging the Truss Joists on the Accident
Date.

During morning questioning at Celso Magana's deposition, he testified that he did
not know who Brett Campbell was.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Do you know who the general contractor on the Wiener Schnitzel
project was?
No, I never knew who it was.
Do you know who Brett Campbell is?
No.
Did you ever speak with a man named Brett Campbell on the
restaurant project or the Wiener Schnitzel project?
Maybe, but I never knew who it was.

2

Although Ted Alexander's act of shaking his head may be somewhat ambiguous, it is clear
from subsequent questions and Mr. Alexander's answers that Circle T did not receive instruction
from Brett Campbell regarding where to place the truss joists, as that was not part of Brett's job.
16

(R. 444.)
Later in

A.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

deposition, Celso testified additionally as follows:

MR. ROBSON: Let me ask it this way: Is it Celso's testimony that
there was a second individual that helped rig the second load of
trusses?
Yes.
MR. ROBSON: Did he know this individual's name?
No.
(BY MR. ROBSON) Had you seen the indiv i< iual on the job before
the day of your accident?
Yes.
How many times do you believe you had seen him?
Almost every day.
Do you believe if you were shown a picture of this individual, you
could identify him?
Yes.
Oka> I ' m soi i:> 11 ia\ e this ()ixl/y on a con lpi iter
(BY MR. ROBSON) Celso, do you recognize this individual?
Yes.
Who is he?
He is the one that was helping Ted.
He was helping Ted on the second load. That is the load that fell on
you; is that correct?
Yes.
MR. ROBSON: For the record, this video is of Hrelt Canipbdr's
videotaped deposition; is that correct, Pete?
MR. BARLOW: Yes.

(R. 455.)
T h e m a n n a in nlut/h HanHiff was s h o w n and a^.ked (u identih (he photograph ol
Brett Campbell w a s improper. Plaintiff may not have been able to recognize Brett
Campbell from his photo had the identity o f Brett Campbell not been suggested to him
before his attorney showed him the picture. A proper identification o f Brett Campbell's
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photo would have been of it in a line up with other random photographs. In light of
Plaintiffs earlier inconsistent testimony on the subject, Plaintiffs identification of Brett
Campbell's photo after the identity was already suggested to him by his attorney is
insufficient. (R. 744-45.)
Celso also testified that no one other than Ted Alexander told him how to perform
his work on the Wienerschnitzel project.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

And on the Wiener Schnitzel project, did the general contractor ever
tell you how to do your framing work?
I don't understand.
Did the general contractor on that Wiener Schnitzel project ever tell
you how to do your framing work?
Which general contractor?
Any general contractor.
No.
Other than Ted, did anybody on that Wiener Schnitzel project ever
tell you how to your work?
No.
Other than Ted, did anybody else ever interfere with your work?
No. ,

(R. 746.) Celso testified that on the three or four occasions when Anderson Lumber or
any other lumber provider delivered to the construction site, only Circle T employees offloaded the materials.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

. . . Just so we're clear, prior to the accident, how many times did
Anderson Lumber or any other material provider deliver lumber to
the construction site?
I am not sure, maybe three or four times.
And each of those times, who offloaded those materials?
Ted or Brody.
But it was someone from Circle T; correct?
Yes.
18

Q.
A.

On any of those three or four occasion, did anybody help Ted or
Brody offload those materials?
No.

(R 7 '1 6 )
Celso further testified that only Ted Alexander directed the crane operator on the
positioning of the crane to off-load the truss joists.
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A
Q

When the ei ane ai r iv e d, did ai i> oi le speak < v itl I the ci ane opei ator?
Just Ted.
Did - - w h o told the crane operator, if you know where the crane
should be positioned?
Ted.
Did you see Ted speak with the driver of the truck that brought the
truss joists?
Yes.
Did you see anybody else sp-j •'*
*
•/:.-«.>• • *.« . *
lifting operations started?
No.
Did you see anybody else speak with the driver of the truck that had
the truss joists before you began offloading those truss joists.
No.

(R i 48-49,)
Celso's testimony shows that he has no personal knowledge that an> one other than
Ted Alexander directed Alex Valdez where to position the crane to off-load the truss
joists

a

.tn a every other witness testified that 'led Alexander is the only person

regarding where to position the crane. (R. 747-49.)

With regard to off-loading the truss joists, Celso testified that none of the other
workers on the project site besides Circle T workers and the crane operator helped offload the truss joists:
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

At the time that you were offloading the truss joists from the truck,
was anybody else besides you and Brody and Ted and the crane
operator on the project site?
Yes, the other workers were there.
Do you know who those other workers were?
No.
Did any of the other workers come help you offload the truss joists?
No.

(R. 747-48.) Celso then testified that Ted Alexander rigged the first load of truss joists,
and that he did not see anyone other than Ted Alexander rig the second load of truss
joists:
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

So who put the straps around the first load of truss joists?
Ted.
Only Ted?
I don't know for the first time if the other guy was there for the first
one.
And then who put the straps around the second load of the truss
joists?
I didn't see anyone.

(R.453.)
Celso also stated clearly in his deposition that did not see anyone other than Ted
Alexander rig the second load, so he can not testify from personal knowledge that Brett
Campbell helped Ted Alexander rig the second load of truss joists:
Q.
A.

And then who put the straps around the second load of truss joists?
Ted.
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Q.
A,
Q.

And did anyone else help Ted put the straps around the second load?
I didn't see anyone.
Now. it was the second load that slipped and fell on you; correct?

\

(R. 453.)
A lunch recess was taken during direct examination of Celso by DRC's counsel
from L!.01 p.m. Iu L3Jp.ni ill
lornpleled '•' -'ippioxinhiii/K

}

IS I1) ! Direct examination of Plaintiff was

• " p «»»" lml a nrrss u as hke" a Ml ) >U' p la " In n

Celso's attorney, began his cross-examination. (R. 749.) At the outset of crossexamination, Celso changed his testimony and stated that a second individual helped Ted
Alexander rig the SCCOIK: . - .
Q
\
Q,

uss joists:

Leiso, l have just a couple of questions for y oi I
regard to your testimony today, is that okay?
Yes.
If I understand y our testimony related to who it w as
that rigged the trusses for lifting off the truck, I ain
talking about the second load of trusses that there was
a second individual: is that correct?

MR. BARLOW
MR. ROBSON:

..'ojcudon. Misstates his prior testimony.
Let me ask it this way: Is it Celso's testimony that
there was a second individual that helped rig the
second load of trusses?

i es.
(R 455 )
Celso's testimony regarding whether a second person helped Ted Alexander rig the
truss joists is admittedly inconsistent. However, when Celso was questioned further by
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DRC's counsel, he admitted that he did not see anyone help Ted put the straps around the
second load of truss joists:
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

So who put the straps around the first load of truss joists?
Ted.
Only Ted?
I don't know for the first time if the other guy was there for the first
one.
And then who put the straps around the second load of the truss
joists?
I didn't see anyone.

(R. 749-51.)
Ultimately, Celso admitted that Ted Alexander was in a better position to know
who put the straps around the second load of truss joists, and Celso stated that he would
defer to Ted's testimony rather than his own:
Q.

A.
Q.

A.
Q.

You said earlier that Ted was on the truck at the time the
second load of truss joists was being rigged or the straps were
being put around that second load of truss joists; correct?
Yes, he was up on the truck.
Okay. And would you agree that Ted would be in a better
position to know who put the straps around that second load
of truss joists?
Yes.
Would you defer to what Ted said about who put the straps on
the second load of truss joists?

THE INTERPRETER:
Q.
A.
Q.

Defer meaning are in agreement or -

(BY MR. BARLOW) Would you defer to his testimony?
What do you mean? I don't understand.
Okay. Defer is a - has a specific meaning. Because Ted was
in a better position to know who put the straps around the
second load of truss joists, would you defer to his testimony
rather than what you said earlier?
22

A.

Yes.

7.

The Fruss Joist Off-loading Operation, was Al wa\ s Under" Circle I ":"s

(

Direction and Control.
Despite Plaintiffs less than unequivocal claim that Brett Campbell assisted fed
Alexander in rigging the second load, Brett Campbell does not recall helping Ted
Alexander rig either the first 01 secoi id loud ol' Imss |oi Is on April 29, .'(Kh m K ,'V!-vi.)
This testimony was elicited from Brett Campbell in a subsequent affidavit after his
deposition. It is entirely consistent with his deposition testimony and serves only to
clarify an impor tai it issi

*. *• •

:

re* >\ c\\ \ -J. . \iexander does not recall that

Brett Campbell helped him ri v ei \ h c »•:
Celso Magana's accident. (R. 465.) Similarly, this testimony was elicited from Ted
Alexander in a subsequent affidavit after his depositioii It is entirely consistent with his
depositiiHi IcsliiiiHii^ and sen es uiih lm lanh iin unpoitant issue. (R. """33-34,i i" Iso
has not established that the information contained in the affida\ its is inconsistent1^ \ ill I
prior deposition testimony and the affidavits are permitted under Rule 7(c)(3)(A) of the
I ffali knits ot ON il Procedure.
Brett (

:

"

-1

• .-

-

ion

to provide testimony on the issue, both state that the off-loading of the truss joists v. is
under the direction, supervision and control of Ted Alexander and Circle T Construction.
HI !

'vlhyS i i iiving the benefit of any doubt to Celso, despite the fact that he changed
23

his testimony, both Brett Campbell and Ted Alexander state in their affidavits that if Brett
Campbell did help Ted Alexander rig either of the two truss joist loads, he was helping
Ted Alexander under Ted's direction and Ted retained total control of Brett's work. (R.
755-56.) Both Brett Campbell and Ted Alexander also testified that Brett Campbell did
not direct, instruct or control the manner in which the truss joists were off-loaded by Ted
Alexander and Circle T Construction. (R. 756-57.) Ted Alexander stated specifically in
his affidavit that he, on behalf of Circle T, retained complete control of the truss offloading operation which resulted in Plaintiffs' injuries. (R. 757-58.) Celso admitted
that, despite his changed testimony that Brett Campbell helped rig the second load,
(giving all benefit of doubt to the Plaintiff), he could not say that the side of the load,
which he claims Brett Campbell rigged, was the side which slipped and allowed the load
to land on him.
Q
A
Q
A
Q
A,
Q
A

When were you not looking?
I wasn't seeing who was tying incorrectly on one side or who was
tying incorrectly on the other side.
And why weren't you seeing that?
What I will say is that one of the two are at fault. One did not — one
tied it incorrectly.
Any you I don't know if it was Ted or other person, but I know it was one of
them at fault that this thing fell on me.
But you don't know - you don't know who put the straps on the side
that fell on you?
No.

(R. 458.)
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
I ...;.u;iio:^

.::.;...«. .. .M a general contracts, i *..*>; .able h-...workplace caused

the general common law rule that 'the employer of an independent contractor is not liable
for physical harm caused to another by an act or omission of the contractor or his
I I U|ii Ming Thompson v. Jess, 19991 J 1 22, ",!| 13 ) 1 his rule was recently

s e n mil

affirmed by the Utah Supreme Court in Begaye v. Big D Construction, 2008 1 J 1 4 a case
with facts similar to those in the instant case. In Begaye, the Supreme Court held that the
general contractor was not liable under the retained control doctrine because it did not
exe 1

**

rr

<• • = :

.

to bring it within the purview of the retained control doctrine,

,

M<

<: a*

•

' ai\ n. m c eu

noted that though the general contractor controlled the sequencing of the wall
construction and the workflow generally; it had no discretion or control regarding the

employees of the subcontractor building the wall testified that they exclusively controlled
the way in which it was constructed.
Similar U I lie general cunliaelui in Ihompson and Begaye, D R C is not liable for
injuries to the employee of a si ibeontractor becai lse DR C ii ;:! t> : t contrc I the means or
methods by which Circle I and A B M Crane off-loaded the truss joists from the semi
truck. Although the issue of whether a general contractor retained control over a
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P

subcontractor's work is usually a factual question for the jury, in this case, the undisputed
facts show that DRC did not direct or control the work of Circle T or ABM Crane, and
more specifically, did not control the manner and means by which Circle T unloaded the
truss joists from the semi truck, which was the instrumentality of Plaintiff s injuries.
Moreover, the witnesses have testified unanimously that DRC did not direct the manner
in which ABM Crane, the crane company that lifted the loads, performed its work. Based
on the undisputed facts, reasonable minds could not disagree that DRC did not retain
control of Circle T's or ABM's work, and therefore, the trial court correctly granted
summary judgment for DRC on all of Plaintiff s claims.
In addition, in Thompson v. Jess, the Utah Supreme Court held that sections 413,
416 and 427 of the Restatement of Torts (Second) do not apply to cases where the injured
person is an employee of the independent contractor undertaking the allegedly dangerous
work, as in the instant case:
Whether based on direct negligence under section 413 or vicarious liability
under sections 416 and 427, these provisions have no application when the
injured person is an employee of the independent contractor undertaking the
allegedly dangerous work." 1999 UT 22, f 30.
Appellants also invoke Restatement (Second) of Torts §323 and 324A,
seeking to make an end run around Utah law, which holds that general contractors
are not liable for actions of their subcontractors, unless the general retains control
over the means and methods by which a subcontractor performs its work. See,
Smith v. Hales & Warner Construction, 2005 UT App 38, f 7; Thompson v. Jess,
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1999 UT 22, Tf 13. Appellants cite no authority for the proposition that Sections
323 and 324; \ ti i imp I Jtal I law cited in Smith and Thompson.
/ -:-J!

*

*

had a duty under Restatement (Second) oi 1 on $ -P !

^:

;i. law. i.iai ,JKC
:M -" i <.- .

»

However, Appellants ha\ c noi show n that Utah has adopted § 424, or that its provisions
cicak- a d t . ,

... A ;. . h trumr" i;

have failed ii ; -' • :•:

!

;aw stated in Smith and Thompson. Appellants
•• •

1910.179(n)(3)(xi), 29 C.l .R. 1910.180(h)(4)(h) impose a ui.:

--

I i

general contractor.
Fiiiall) , Plaintiffs' assertion that the negligence of ABM Crane in lifting an unsafe
load is imputed to DRC beeniw DIM '

.^n*

^-.^

** • . *

the crane company, and agreed to split the cost, is conlriu) to b i a h s Liaoili

*M icing
7

\.^

Act Moreover, Plaintiffs' cite no authority for that position in their opposition
:..,. : defendant can bt ,:ai .e IO a Plaintiff for any
amount in excess of the proportion o f -..

• • •.' • •• •:

(3) No defendant is liable to any person seeking recovery for any amount in
excess of the proportion of fault attributed to that defendant under Section
78-27-39.
UtahCoili

V n 11 !j n'K -*'1 W\ i » ( >(NMM
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ARGUMENT
POINT I;

DRC CANNOT BE LIABLE FOR CELSO MAGANA'S
INJURIES BECAUSE DRC DID NOT CONTROL THE
METHOD OR OPERATIVE DETAIL OF THE INJURYCAUSING EVENT OF CIRCLE T'S WORK, AND
CIRCLE T RETAINED COMPLETE CONTROL OVER
THE MANNER AND METHOD OF IT'S WORK.

In Smith v. Hales & Warner Construction, 2005 UT App 3 8, If 7, the Utah Court of
Appeals confirmed that Utah adheres to the rule that a general contractor is not liable for
workplace caused by an act or omission of a subcontractor or subcontractor's employees:
Utah adheres to the general common law rule that 'the employer of an
independent contractor is not liable for physical harm caused to another by
an act or omission of the contractor or his servants.'" Id (quoting Thompson
v. Jess. 1999 UT 2 2 4 13.)
Utah's retained control doctrine is explained more fully in Smith and Thompson.
The "retained control" doctrine provides that if the general contractor retains sufficient
control over a subcontractor by exercising control over the manner or method in which
the subcontractor performs its work, the liability may attach to the general contractor.
Smith. 2005 UT App 38 at f 7; Thompson. 1999 UT 22 atffl[18-19. A general contractor
owes no duty of care to the employee of a subcontractor unless the general contractor
"actively participated" in the project. Smith. 2005 UT App 38 at ^ 9-10; see also
Thompson. 1999 UT 22 at 119. It is clear under Utah law that liability cannot be
imposed on a general contractor merely because the general contractor has a general right
to order the work stopped or resumed, to inspect its progress or to receive reports, to
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make suggestions or recommendations which need not necessarily be followed, or to
r i.••-.-• . .:•-'..

: :J jcviations. Smith, 20U5 ;

vpp 38 at^f 9 (quoting Thompson,

199 uT 22 at * ,{-v vcc aj_M_; ;d til }\ I I iimlinj.', riiai ineir was i in evidence thai the general
contractor did anything "[o]ther than generally overseeing the work peribrnu d ! \ \ an< in
subcontractors" which was insufficient to establish active participation).
N. .

•- r^i -n a- h to a general contractor if it has participated in a

subcontractor"b dciivii ^

..-::,*

ic:*.-.., I

this case, in order to show7 liability on the part of DRC, Magana would have to show flial
DRC retained control or directed the activity of the truss joist off-loading work.
Howrver. all fads slmw HKII DKI " did not direct or control that work. Therefore, the trial
court correctly granted summary judgi nent foi DR C,
Recently, in Begaye v. Big D Construction Corp., 2008 UT 4, a case on point will)
the instant case, i\\, Utah Supreme Court issued an opinion upholding the retained control
docti ii le as outlined i n ' I hompson and Smith. I he facts of Begaye are similar to those in
the instant case and are as follows. Big D was hired as the genei al coi lti actoi :>:t l a lai ge
construction project at the University of Utah. Big D was responsible for managing the
sequel icing and work llow oi tlie project, as well as initiating, maintaining, and

concrete and masonry subcontractor. The subcontract between Bin, 1) anul PivlnTn!
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specified that Preferred was responsible for its own employees, including providing tools
and equipment, as well as providing a safe work environment. Id. at^|2.
During the project, a Big D superintendent directed Preferred to begin building the
inside face of a rebar wall known as Wall 39. The project's concrete walls were usually
erected using one of two methods. The first involved Big D placing a concrete form that
provided Preferred with a stable platform to which Preferred could tie steel rebar as the
wall progressed. The second method involved Preferred tying steel rebar to an adjacent
wall. Preferred erected Wall 39 by using a third less used method, which involved using
bracing, without forms or wires in place. During construction, the bracing broke loose
and Michael Begaye, who was a Preferred employee, was thrown to the ground and
killed. Id at H 3.
Following the tragedy, Marlene Begaye, the deceased's wife, filed a wrongful
death suit against Big D. Big D moved for summary judgment arguing that the retained
control doctrine applied because it did not have control over the manner and method of
work that caused the death. The district court granted summary judgment in favor of Big
D and Begaye appealed. Id at ^J 5.
On appeal, Begaye argued that Big D was liable under the retained control doctrine
because it controlled the workflow, timing, and sequencing of the construction of Wall
39. Also, because Big D instructed Preferred to work on Wall 39 when it could have
done work on other walls that did not require bracing, Big D controlled the manner and
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method of construction. Id. at ^f 6. Conversely, Big D argued that summary judgment
w as proper because there was no evidence that it retained control over the specific
method of bnidt^11 W -di Vi pn'm (m a t oh ijise I<IJ.« i * i oiu.edt d dial it controlled the
workplace environment generalb

u

. argued that it was nol liable (o I ViaiYi/ because it

did not instruct Preferred on how to brace the wall, where to tie off rebar, whether to
i • ^-.

, .., * .-.,.... ,

Therefore, Big i ) ^ v

\ i .ai equipment to u~c in constructing the wall,
•

i. ••

i

./ply

The Supreme Court agreed with Big D and affirmed its ruling in I hon»r ^-lt ^.. .
Hi 7 -l), The court, stated,. "[w]e conclude that Big D simply did not exercise sufficient
\ iiiiliul u\u HIL nit IIUHI and manner of the construction of Wall 39 to bring it within the
purview of the retained <
controlled the sequencing of the wall construction and the workflow PCI

It

had no discretioii or control regarding the specifics of how Wall 39 was built or which
hr,u:m method \\a, lo IK1 used In lael lYdeuui employees testified that they
exclusively controlled the way in wli i a h \V,i 11 d) wn^ uMnliuvkal

Id ,n "H I " I he court

disregarded Begaye's argument that Big D "ordered" Preferred to build Wall 39 when it
i

c sent them to work on a different wall or home for the day, noting that Big D's

orderira ^ '--" ••• ' - ' II "i'hm the employer's t<enet; •
stopped or resumed. Exercising this right did not mean *

, lo order work on a project
Pud rna \ w i », oi it -, I led is to

its means and methods of work, or the operative detail of the wall construction process.
Id I iiiicriuil quoiaiioiis and citations omitted.)
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Finally, the court stated, "Big D did not control the method by which Wall 39 was
braced prior to construction, nor did it affirmatively interfere with Preferred's work.
Moreover, it did not insist that a certain method be used to construct Wall 39. As such,
Big D does not fall within the narrow contours of the retained control doctrine." Id. at f
13.
Similarly, in the instant case, it is undisputed that the injury-causing activity or
aspect of the work was directed and controlled by subcontractors Circle T Construction
and ABM Crane, not the general contractor, DRC. Celso Magana's injury occurred when
truss joists slipped while being off-loaded by Circle T owner, Ted Alexander, and ABM
Crane. The district court correctly gave Mr. Magana the benefit of all doubts regarding
his allegations. However, all evidence regarding the injury-causing aspects of the work,
i.e., off-loading truss joists with a crane, showed that work was controlled solely by
Circle T and ABM Crane3, and not DRC.
DRC was entitled to judgment as a matter of law because it did not retain any
control over any aspect or manner in which the truss joists were off-loaded by the
subcontractors. Smith, 2005 UT App 38, at ^jf 7-13. The undisputed evidence in the
record shows that DRC did not exercise any control over the manner or method in which
Circle T or ABM Crane performed their work. (R. 756-757.) Similar the general
contractor in the Begaye case, DRC did not tell Circle T or ABM Crane where to put the

3

ABM Crane has settled Plaintiffs' claims against it.
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crane, where to offload the trusses 01 h-u \o rig the trusses. Ail of those decisions were
vullnn I I'd Alexander's discretioi • t!-. ^ 0 nM 41.)
Despite flit" unilnnn (r*Miiiin

.lic^o, : :..;ii;n u.. J to create an

issue of fact by changing his testimony on cross-examination ahont wlielher Hivtt
Campbell of DRC helped Ted Alexander of Circle T rig one of the two load of trussjoists
belon llii'N \\.~.. - ' ..MA-; , i is attempt tailed because he did not present even a scintilla
of evidence that ! *•>•• i'a.*

-^r. •--..- ...-. . u--

. -\cr 4i;e operation.

749-751.) Ted Alexander, Celso's employer testified that the off-loading of III*/|ob • ••• ;•
completely under his direction and control. (R. 465.) A;! other individuals present at the
lime i if tin.- accident IM\ C lestilicd that Ikett Campbell did not help rig either of the two
loads of truss joists. ^i< " : ^

».. . .

.,* i_

.lexander

rig one of the two loads of truss joists, the undisputed facts uniformly •.. *

d

not control the method or operative detail of off-loading, and did not control the manner
-i nu'dnnl nit flk ol 14 p.'uling process
The extent of DRC's invoh CHRTI! mi lliin pu»ji 11 » .n no ihflerenl than aiw
ordinary general contractor, who hired and coordinated work of various subcontractors
._•... jia ly oversaw the work performed by various subcontractors. DRC did not
piuvul ••!••

III.IIII;

.iiiHnptiacM" » "t'llit >ptu In manner or method in which the

subcontractor should perform its work on the project. DR C Jul m I ^lovulv am ^K'< ifu
instruction or direction to Circle T or ABM Crane as to the truss off-loading process, or

7 •>
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the rigging of the loads, or any other aspect or their work. DRC did not instruct any
subcontractor, including Circle T and ABM Crane, on techniques that they were required
to use in performing their work as subcontractors, nor did DRC require specific manners
or methods under which the subcontractors were to make their own work areas safe. (R.
739-40, 756-57.)
Appellants err in arguing that a vague or general control of safety by a general
contract is enough to subject a general contractor to liability for injuries to an employee of
a sub-contractor. General contractors always have general control over a project.
However, if this general control always subjected the general to liability for accident,
there would be no need for the "retained control" doctrine in Utah. Fortunately, in
Thompson v. Jess, the Utah Supreme Court set forth the general rule that a general
contractor owes no duty of care concerning the safety of the manner or method of the
independent sub-contractor's work. 1999 UT 22, ^f 13. Appellants' arguments seemingly
ignore the Utah law that states that general contractors are not exposed to liability unless
they exercise control over the means and methods of the subcontractor's work.
This point is further explained by the Court in Smith v. Hales & Warner Constr,
Inc.,
The court went on to elaborate on the contours of the standard, [citation
omitted.] The duty of care will not arise "unless the principal has 'actively
participated' in the project." Id. (citation omitted). This active participation
standard requires that "a principal employer must have exercised
affirmative control over the method or operative detail off the work
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that caused the injur; V at P20, Looking to the Restatement for
guidance, the court noted,
"The employer must have retained at least some control over
the manner in which the work is done. It is not enough that he
has merely a general right to order the work stopped or
resumed, to inspect its progress or to receive reports, to make
suggestions or recommendations which need not necessarily
be followed v
prescribe alterations and deviations."
Id. (quoting Restatement (Second) of Torts § 414 cmt c (1965)) (emphasis
added). Rather, to trigger the exception "the principal employer must
exert such control over the means utilized that the contractor cannot
carry out the injury-causing aspect of the work in his or her own way,"
id at P21 (emphasis added).
Smith, at <\\ 9. (Emphasis added.)
Witnesses In (IK ,ia ICI-MH including Plaintiil, tune uniformly agreed that DRC did
not direct or control the work . •• • '.xle ' I\ ai id n lore specifically , the manner and means
by which Circle T off-loaded the truss joists from the semi truck, which caused the
Moreover, all witnesses have testified unanimously that DRC did not direct the manner
in v\ In 'h A MM ( Viiiic |ia1oniial i( , noil, Based on (lie undisputed facts, reasonable
minds could not disagree that DRC did not reta i 11 i m»11 n l n H 1 i n • l o n s m ' \ H M \ w"»t k,
and therefore, summary judgment is appropriate for DRC on all of Plaintiffs' claims. If
DRC was nlot negligent toward Celso Magana, then Yolanda Magana's loss of consortium
claim fails as well.
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POINT II:

THE APPELLANTS FAILED TO PRESENT ANY
EVIDENCE THAT DRC DIRECTED OR
CONTROLLED THE WORK WHICH LED TO MR.
MAGANA'S INJURIES.

There is substantial testimony from all parties, with the exception of Plaintiff
Celso Magana, that Ted Alexander was the only person who rigged either the first or
second load of truss joists on the day of the subject accident. (R. 737-38, 740-41, 75253.)
The only testimony controverting the testimony of all the other persons at the scene
of the accident comes from Plaintiff Celso Magana. Celso's testimony is inconsistent
with his own prior testimony, and could have been entirely disregarded by the trial court
under the rule stated in Webster v. Sill 675 P.2d 1170, 1172 (Utah 1983), in which the
Utah Supreme Court held that a party who takes a clear position in a deposition cannot
raise an issue of fact by affidavit in a summary judgment proceeding which contradicts
his deposition, unless an explanation for the discrepancy can be provided.
However, it is clear that the trial court did not have to address the issue of
Magana's changed testimony because all of the undisputed testimony, including Mr.
Magana's, showed that DRC did not direct or control the means or methods of Circle T's
or ABM Crane's work which caused the accident:
The pivotal issue in this case is whether Dave Roth Construction retained
control over Circle T and ABM Crane,, its subcontractors, such that it can
be liable to Mr. Magana. See Smith v. Hales & Warner Construction, 2005
UT App. 38 (unless a general contractor exercises control over its
subcontractor's manner or method of performing the work, the general
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contractor owes no duty of care to the subcontractor's employees and no
liability will attach in the event such employees are injured). The issue of
whether a general contractor retained control over a subcontractor's work is
usually a factual question for the jury. However, in this case, the undisputed
facts demonstrate that Dave Roth Construction did not direct or control the
work of Circle T and, more specifically, the "instrumentality of the
plaintiffs injuries." In fact, there is no evidence before the Court to indicate
that Dave Roth Construction or its employees controlled the process of
lifting, rigging and setting down of either of the two loads of joists.
The Court notes that the plaintiff has provided deposition testimony
that Dave Roth Construction's superintendent, Brett Campbell, was at the
site on the morning of the accident and participated in the unloading
process. Dave Roth Construction correctly points out that this testimony is
at odds with the testimony of other witnesses and is inconsistent with Mr.
Magana's prior testimony during the same deposition. However, even
assuming, as Dave Roth Construction does, that the plaintiff is correct in his
assertion that Mr. Campbell helped Mr. Alexander rig one of the two loads
of truss joists, there is still nothing to suggest that Mr. Campbell controlled
the method or operative detail of the "off-loading process." Rather, the
undisputed evidence indicates that the activity which caused Mr. Magana's
injuries was controlled by Circle T and ABM Crane. Accordingly, theCourt determines that Dave Roth Construction owed no duty of care to Mr.
Magana and therefore grants its Motion for Summary Judgment.
(R. 831-834.)
Essentially, the issue of fact that Appellants attempt to create with Mr. Magana's
changed deposition testimony is a red herring, a non-issue, and the district court correctly
found there were no facts to suggest that DRC directed or controlled the offloading
procedure. And therefore, summary judgment was appropriate both under the facts of the
case and under Utah law.
With regard to Appellant's assertion that Brett Campbell's alleged assistance in
rigging the second load, under the direction of Ted Alexander, could give rise to direct
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liability, for improper rigging, the Appellants also failed to present the district court with
any evidence to support a claim that Brett Campbell's action caused the accident:
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

But if somebody is in a better position to see who actually put
the straps on, would you defer to that person's testimony?
That's all I am asking.
I couldn't tell who was who because I wasn't looking.
When were you not looking?
I wasn't seeing who was tying incorrectly on one side or who was
tying incorrectly on the other side.
And why weren't you seeing that?
What I will say is that one of the two are at fault. One did not — one
tied it incorrectly.
And you —
I don't know if it was Ted or the other person, but I know it was one
of them at fault that this thing fell on me.
But you don't know — you don't know who put the straps on the side
that fell on you?
No.

(R.458.)
Mr. Magana's testimony is clear is showing that he does not know who, in his own
words, failed to tie the side of the truss joists which fell on him. Without that knowledge,
a jury would be required to entirely speculate whether Brett Campbell caused Magana's
injuries. In Gildea v. Guardian Title Company of Utah, 970 P.2d 1265, 1272 (Utah
1998), the Utah Supreme Court stated that "pure speculation and conjecture cannot be
allowed to form the basis of a jury's verdict." Because Celso can not testify which side of
the load of trusses fell and caused his injury, nor which side of the load Brett Campbell
allegedly helped rig, his claims against DRC fail as a matter of law. A jury would be
required to engage in rank speculation to determine that DRC is liable for Celso5s injuries
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because of the work that Brett Campbell allegedly undertook on the second load of
trusses. Therefore, the district court was correct in granting summary judgment for DRC.
POINT III: IN THOMPSON V. JESS, THE UTAH SUPREME
COURT DECLINED TO APPLY RESTATEMENT OF
TORTS (SECOND), SECTIONS 413, 416 AND 427 TO
CIRCUMSTANCES WHERE THE INJURED PERSON
IS AN EMPLOYEE OF THE INDEPENDENT
CONTRACTOR UNDERTAKING DANGEROUS
WORK.
Like the Maganas here, the plaintiff in Thompson urged the Utah Supreme Court
to adopt sections 413, 416 and 427 of the Restatement of Torts as exceptions to the
general rule that one who employs an independent contractor is not liable for injuries
arising out of the contract work. 1999 UT 22, ^f 27. Section 413 is premised on direct
liability for a principal employer's negligence in failing to insure that special precautions
are taken in the contractor's work. Sections 416 and 427 impose vicarious liability on the
principal employer for the contractor's negligence, even if the employer reasonably
provides for precautions in the contract work.
The Thompson court noted that "the purpose of these sections is 'to ensure that
innocent third parties injured by the negligence of an independent contractor hired by a
landowner to do inherently dangerous work on the land would not have to depend on the
contractor's solvency in order to receive compensation for the injuries.'" Id. at f 29
(quoting Privette v. Superior Court. 5 Cal 4th 689, 854 P.2d 721,725 (Cal. 1992) (en
banc)). The Thompson court recognized that Privette held that this purpose is not
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advanced when these exceptions are applied in favor of a contractor's employees who are
covered by worker's compensation. Id. Thompson agreed with Privette and held that
"[w]hether based on direct negligence under section 413 or vicarious liability under
sections 416 and 427, these provisions have no application when the injured person is an
employee of the independent contractor undertaking the allegedly dangerous work." Id.

at 1130.
Accordingly, the trial court properly disregarded Celso's arguments that sections
413, 416 and 427 apply to impose liability on DRC for his injuries. Celso was an
employee of Circle T, which precludes liability against DRC under the above-mentioned
sections of the Restatement.
POINT IV: RESTATEMENT SECTIONS §323 AND §324A DO NOT
CREATE A DUTY FOR GENERAL CONTRACTORS
WHERE THE GENERAL DOES NOT EXERCISE
CONTROL OVER THE MEANS AND METHODS OF
THE SUBCONTRACTOR'S WORK.
By invoking Restatement (Second) of Torts §323 and 324A, Appellants seek to
make an end run around Utah law, which holds that general contractors are not liable for
actions of their subcontractors, unless the general retains control over the means and
methods by which a subcontractor performs its work. See, Smith v. Hales & Warner
Construction. 2005 UT App 38, f 7; Thompson v. Jess. 1999 UT 22,113.
Appellants cite no authority for the proposition that Sections 323 and 324A trump
Utah law cited in Smith and Thompson. Utah's courts have adopted Restatement
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(Second) of Torts § 4094, and have consistently held that § 409 is the law in Utah.
Because Appellants have failed to properly brief this point, the Court should refuse to
address this assertion. See, e.g., Springville Citizens for a Better Cmty. v. City of
Springville, 1999 UT 25, ^21 n.2 (noting that appellate courts need not address issues
where plaintiffs fail to brief them adequately.)
POINT V:

RESTATEMENT SECTION 424 HAS NOT BEEN
ADOPTED BY UTAH COURTS TO IMPOSE A DUTY
WHICH TRUMPS THE LAW IN SMITH AND
THOMPSON.

Appellants argue, without any authority or citation to Utah law, that DRC had a
duty under Restatement (Second) of Torts § 424. (Appellants9 Brief, pp. 22-23).
However, Appellants have not shown that Utah has adopted § 424, or that its provisions
create a duty on DRC which trumps the law stated in Smith and Thompson.
Magana claims that 29 C.F.R. § 1910.179(n)(3)(vi) and 29 C.F.R. §
1810.180(h)(3)(vi) impose a duty on DRC. 29 C.F.R. § 1910.179(n)(3)(vi) states that
"The employer shall require that the operator avoid carrying loads over people."
However, 29 C.F.R. § 1910.2 defines "employer" as "(c) Employer means a person
engaged in a business affecting commerce who has employees, but does not include the
United States or any State or political subdivision of a State." There has been no

4

The employer of an independent contractor is not liable for physical harm caused to another by
an act or omission of the contractor or his servants.
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allegation or claim that Celso's employer was DRC or Brett Campbell. Therefore,
Appellants have failed to show that this regulation imposes a duty on DRC.
Morever, Appellants have failed to provide any showing that the other code
sections cited, 29 C.F.R. 1810.180(h)(3)(vi) or (h)(4)(ii), 29 C.F.R. 1910.179(n)(3)(xi),
29 C.F.R. 1910.180(h)(4)(h) apply to a general contractor. Appellants argues that
"[violation of this statutory regulation creates liability on both the operator and the
employer: . . . " (Appellant's Brief at 22.) If Appellant is correct, these code sections
would apply only to Circle-T (Celso's employer) and ABM Crane (the operator).
However, there has been no showing that the sections are applicable to DRC.
In Burns v. Summerhavs, 927 P.2d 197, 199, the Utah Court of Appeals held that
briefing must be complete in order for the court to render a decision:
[T]o permit meaningful appellate review, briefs must comply with the
briefing requirements sufficiently to enable us to understand . . . what
particular errors were allegedly made, where in the record those errors can be
found, and why, under applicable authorities, those errors are material ones
necessitating reversal or other relief.
Magana's brief is deficient because it fails to specify how section 424 imposes a
duty of care on DRC. Accordingly, Celso is not entitled to appellate review on these
issues.
POINT VI: ABM CRANE RENTAL WAS NOT DRC'S AGENT.
Appellants once again attempt to make an end run around the law articulated in
Restatement (Second) of Torts § 404, and the decisions clearly stated in Smith and
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Thompson, by arguing that ABM was DRC's agent. The construction project at issue in
this case is no different than any other case where a general contractor hires
subcontractors to perform specific specialized duties. The hiring of a subcontractor,
alone, does not result in imposing liability on a general contractor for the subcontractor's
work. In this case, DRC relied on the subcontractors to perform their specific duties
using their own specialized skill, knowledge and techniques. There is not one scintilla of
evidence that DRC exercised any control over the manner in which ABM Crane
performed its duties. Therefore, Appellants' argument that ABM Crane was the agent of
DRC does not change the result of the district court granting summary judgment in favor
of DRC. The fact remains that Appellants failed to show that DRC exercised control over
the means and methods of ABM's work. Therefore, ABM's negligence cannot be
imputed to DRC, and the district court's grant of summary judgment should stand.
CONCLUSION
There are no facts which a jury must consider regarding whether Dave Roth
Construction exercised control over the operatives details of the crane activities which led
directly to Mr. Magana's injuries. The district court correctly found that all of the facts
showed that Ted Alexander and Circle-T directed and controlled the crane operations.
Moreover, there are no facts which tend to show that Dave Roth Construction directed or
controlled Alex Valdez or AM Crane. In fact, Mr. Magana admits that he never saw
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anyone other than his employer, Ted Alexander direct the crane operator, as to the offloading activities.
Mr. Magana's suspicious change of testimony under cross-examination does not
require any result other than an affirmation of the district court's grant of summary
judgment, because he never alleges that Brett Campbell or DRC took control of the offloading operations, or required Circle-T to conduct the operations in a manner specified
by DRC.
Moreover, Mr. Magana failed to present any evidence which a jury could use to
find direct liability on the part of Brett Campbell for his alleged role in rigging the second
load. Mr. Magana admitted that he would defer to Ted Alexander regarding whether
Brett even helped rig the second load. Ted Alexander stated that Brett did not help rig the
second load. Moreover, Mr. Magana admitted that he did not know whether the side of
the load that Brett allegedly rigged was the side which slipped and fell on him. Without
more, a jury would have to speculate and guess that Brett Campbell was at fault, and
juries cannot be allowed to base verdicts on speculation or conjecture.
Finally, Appellants have failed lo show that any of their several alternative theories
of liability have 1) been adopted in Utah, or have otherwise not been rejected by prior
Utah case law, 2) act to trump the law set out in Restatement (Second) of Torts, § 404,
and the law stated in Smith and Thompson, or 3) that specific C.F.R. sections cited by
Appellants are applicable to a general contractor.
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Based on the foregoing, Defendant/Appellee Dave Roth Construction requests that
this Court affirm the trial court's ruling of summary judgment in favor of DRC in all
respects.
DATED this

/

day of February, 2008.
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Roth Construction
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